KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA HINJILICUT
Admission notice for the students provisionally selected for admission in Class-I (in 2nd Selection list) for the
Session 2018-19 subject to verification of the original documents in support of the data given during online

registration.
1. This is to inform the parents of those students provisionally selected for admission in Class-I for the Session 201819 that, the document verification against the data given during online registration will be done at KV
Hinjilicut on 09/04/2018 from 10.30 AM to 12.30 PM followed by the Admission of the student. Parents are
requested attend the same without fail along with one set of self-attested photocopies of all documents along with
their originals for verification.
2. Mere placement of name in the provisional selection list does not confer the right for admission.
3. RTE candidates are required to produce the birth certificate, the caste certificate, the residential proof (House

agreement along with the electricity bill of the owner/ Aadhar card/ Voter Id Card/ LPG connection/
Telephonic bill/ Residential Certificate) (Any two out of these) in original in the name of either of the parent
for verification.
4. RTE-BPL/EWS candidates are required to produce the birth certificate, Certificate clearly mentioning EWS/

BPL, the residential proof (House agreement along with the electricity bill of the owner/ Aadhar card/ Voter
Id Card/ LPG connection/ Telephonic bill/ Residential Certificate) (Any two out of these). They have to
produce the certificate from the competent authority of the State Govt. to justify their claim for BPL/EWS.
5. Service Persons are required to submit the service certificate in the format (Annexure-I) and the transfer

details in the format given in the online admission portal duly signed by the DDO (Drawing and Disbursing
officer) / Head of the unit.
6. Caste Certificate should be in the name of the child. In case the certificate is not available in the name of the

child, then certificate in the name of the parent may be considered, however they have to submit the caste
certificate in the name of the child within 3 months.
7. The hard copy of the online registration forms has to be submitted at the time of verification along with other

documents.
8. The candidates those who will be found eligible for admission after verification of document will only be

allowed for admission.


The Candidates from the waiting list may be called in case of non-joining of the provisionally selected
candidates. Separate notice will be given in due course.

Fees for admission


No fees for RTE candidates



Rs . 1525/- to be deposited in the UBI for the first quarter in respect of others . The challan will be provided
by the Vidyalaya.

Annexure-I

SERVICE CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that Mr. / Mrs. ________________________________________ is a regular employee
of Govt.of Odisha/ India working in the department of _______________________________________
as __________________________________ w.e.f __________________. He/She has been drawing
the salary from the consolidated fund of Govt.of Odisha/India and working on the pay band/ level
of ________________________________ as per the recommendation of 6th CPC / 7th CPC. His / Her
current basic salary per month is _____________________. He/She is a GPF/CPF/PRAN optee
having number _________________________________. He/She is having _________________
number of transfer during the preceding 07 (seven) years.
This certificate is issued for the purpose of admission of admission of his / her son/daughter
________________________ in class __________ at KV Hinjilicut, Ganjam. The name of the child
has

been

mentioned

as

a

dependent

child

in

the

service

record

of

Sh/Smt/Ms.

___________________________________________________.

Date:
Signature of the Head of the Office
with Name & Designation

Office Seal:

Phone No.:

